
For over 10 years we have been developing and refining the art of golf driver design. Over that 
period Krank has produced 9 unique driver designs and continues to lead the pack in new 
technology and material development. Every one of our drivers is the highest quality hardened 
beta titanium material and we build only cupped face forged titanium drivers. That material 
technology and design results the strongest driver head structure in the market, and the hottest 
face maximizing the biggest “sweet spot” hitting zone conceivable. We were born in the Sport of 
Long Drive out of our passion to smash golf balls as far as possible but have grown to fully 
understand what makes a golf driver perform at all swing speeds. Our biggest obstacle for over 
the years has been building the awareness that Krank Golf® Drivers are not just for Long Drive 
Golfers. We design all our drivers for every golfer at any swing speed. 95% of our golf driver 
sales are to regular golfers and only 5% are to Long Drive Golfers. Krank Golf® has sold over 
100,000 golf drivers worldwide. Krank Golf® is unquestionably the authority in distance hitting 
with 85 Long Drive Championships including 26 World Long Drive Championships in the Open 
Division. Krank Golf® Drivers have completely dominated the Sport of Long Drive Worldwide for 
more than 10 years winning more Professional Long Drive events than any golf company in 
history. This includes Taylormade, Callaway, Titliest, Ping, Cobra and every other golf company 
on the planet. We know golf drivers and that is an absolute.
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WELCOME TO THE NEW KRANK GOLF FORMULA FIRE DRIVERS 

We are proud to introduce the New Formula FIRE Drivers. If you follow Krank Golf at all, you 
understand we are committed to maximum driver face spring effect for all swing speeds. We 
make 3 different driver face thicknesses. We match your swing speed to the proper face 
thickness. This guarantees all golfers will get the same and fair trampoline effect regardless of 
their swing speed. If you swing less than 105 MPH, 90 MPH, 70 MPH, you really need to take a 
minute to understand the science of driver face spring effect. The face of your driver is like a 
trampoline, but only if you have the proper face thickness for your swing speed. If you want to 
gain 20 to 40 more yards off the tee box on your first swing, Krank Golf is the only golf company 
in the world today that can make that happen. Have more fun golfing! Please click on the section 
of the graph that applies to your average driving distance and get started on your Krank journey 
today. You will never look back! Make your game worth remembering!
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